
with fashionable and functional tech accessories.

Reach out to us today and we can help you with tech accessories that will

amp up your brand!

Charging and Syncing Cables
A stunning, full-color, high-de�nition imprint on both sides of the cable and the
USB or micro-USB head, low-pro�le aluminum connectors, and a durable �at

surface that is perfect for your brand message. Empowering brands while
charging communications devices with the latest in charge and sync

technology.    

Desktop Wrist Support Gift Set
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These fully-customizable wrist supports brighten the workday with vibrant, full-
color graphics, and optimal branding space to keep the advertising message top-
of-mind. Our expert design team ensures the graphics are stunning, and the dye
sublimation process delivers vibrant imprint color for eye-catching results. Made
from 100% micro�ber and treated with a protective coating, the Smart Rest Set is
the desktop accessory that occupies prime real estate and delivers the ultimate

work space comfort.

Charging Pad and Stands
A �ip wireless charging pad that takes charging to a whole new angle. O�ers 5
viewing angle positions that are ideal for video calls, watching movies, or using

the phone as an alarm clock at a desk or on a nightstand. Or, immerse your
audience in your brand with a wireless charging phone stand that boasts an

enthralling front glass panel that shows o� branding with its high-de�nition, full-
color imprint. O�ering viewing versatility, the dual-coil design lets the

smartphone rest in a vertical or horizontal position, ideal for reading an email or
watching a video.

 Wedges
The Wedge™ Mobile Device Stand is a truly unique, fully customizable, and
multi-functional tech accessory that supports virtually all smartphones. The

Wedge is a valuable addition to any desktop and provides daily usefulness as a
functional mobile device stand and screen cleaner. Its silky side polishes any

high gloss surface, and the soft, plush bottom serves as a screen cleaner. Also
available with a built in wireless charger.
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Other Accessories
Choose from other innovative accessories from aluminum alloy mouse pads the

feature full color print and a high gloss perimeter, non-slip desktop cord
organizers, micro�ber wrist support and screen cleaner, and a stress ball that
doubles as a screen cleaner. These accessories keep your brand top of mind!

FOLLOW US

Questions? Contact us today at 972.471.3740.
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